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Abstract
In this paper, we present a grounded theory research for the benefit information radiators provided using the concept of
awareness. Information radiators are ubiquitous installations that disseminate information that is likely to improve awareness in semi-public environments. We discuss potential awareness benefits of information radiators and how these can be
provided. Furthermore, we examine how to address several awareness facets that correlate with the benefits to contribute to
this goal. The results aim to close the research gap about the benefit of information radiators considered from an awareness
point of view.
Keywords Ambient display · Awareness · Awareness radiator · Benefit · Information radiator · Large screen · Pervasive
display · Public screen

Introduction
Already in 2001, Alistair Cockburn coined the term “information radiator” to describe a class of displays placed at
high-visibility locations that continuously display contextually relevant information to passers-by [22]. Information
radiators show content beyond classical workplaces in semipublic environments [71]. They visualize information that is
usually hidden in databases, and increase informedness by
displaying the information to the semi-public [78]. In their
various forms they are ubiquitous [3]—it is hard to imagine
our daily work and private life without them [54]. Through
information radiators it is possible to get content that was
not actively requested, but which nevertheless increases the
level of informedness of the recipient [15, 90]. Since they
help to increase awareness of different conditions and activities, information radiators can be seen as awareness tools.
The basic concept of awareness can be explained as
knowledge of the activities and status of the people with
whom one works in teams, communities or networks [68].
Dourish and Bellotti describe awareness as “an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for
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your own activity” [33]. Awareness is a core component for
successful and efficient social interaction [48] and aims at
promoting that an individual recognizes what is happening
in his specific and topic-related context [35]. As shown in
Fig. 1, awareness is about creating a connectivity between
humans and technologies and in a further step it is also connecting the interacting people [7]. Information and awareness are transmitted through direct interaction as well as
through peripheral perception.
Regarding information radiators as socio-technical systems, the three different dimensions design, reception, and
benefits must be differentiated.
• The design of information radiators does not focus on

some core components—different forms and manifestations depending on the specific context are possible.
• Information radiators can be used in various ways and it
is possible to speak of the more general term of reception
instead of use.
• The benefit of information radiators is what they contribute as added value to the usage context. It is currently
argued quite superficially only—e.g., in the context of
improved informedness.

A first and important step is to conceptualize the benefit of
information radiators to map it to characteristic categories in
a context-specific manner. We pursue the idea of looking at
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Fig. 1  Illustration of the variety of information radiators and interacting entities [89]

benefit from the perspective of awareness, which is why it is
necessary to identify and, if necessary, establish correlations
between these two dimensions. Awareness is a cross-sectional
aspect of information radiators, as it influences all three sociotechnical layers and has an impact on the entire system. The
influence and effects of awareness on design and reception of
information radiators have already been sufficiently discussed
and scientifically evaluated in the literature [51, 93, 95].
We are going to provide a clear understanding about
how the benefit of information radiators can be operationalized. For this purpose, different solution approaches, which
together form a whole, were identified and precisely defined.
The identification of characteristic benefit categories in the
area of sociotechnical systems, the specification of awareness facets as abstraction variants, and consequently the
establishment of correlations between these two scopes.
Thus, the best possible goal-oriented design of an information radiator can be achieved, and the justification of the
benefit is possible. Both result as consequence of the establishment of correlations between the facets and the benefit
categories.
Therefore, in the following, we first investigate the theoretical foundations: benefit of information radiators, impacts
and effects of improved awareness and approach to benefit
via awareness facets (Chapter 2). Afterwards, we present
our research method (Chapter 3) and showcase the results of
this paper: awareness facets, correlations between facets and
benefits and first lessons for design (Chapter 4). We finish
this paper with the discussion of the results: study results,
limitations, future work, and implications (Chapter 5).

Theory
Benefit of Information Radiators
As a sociotechnical system, an information radiator can
generate benefit in a variety of ways. In this context, the
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benefit of information radiators is generally not doubted
[93]. However, the discussion usually stays superficial,
and there is disagreement about how, where and when a
practical benefit exists [86]. Awareness can be described
in the context of the present work as a way of considering
benefits. However, it must be mentioned that the presentation of the benefit can never be complete because of the
enormous range of applications [80, 86, 93]. The benefit
of information systems can be summarized by identifying
knowledge gaps and to close them [102]. The immaterial
benefits are becoming an important focus of research.
The benefit of information radiators can only be
assessed by understanding their design and reception.
Because design is what makes reception possible in the
first place, and without actual reception, no benefit can
be generated. In other words, one could say that without the design there can be no reception, and without the
reception there can be no use. On the one hand, there are
reciprocal relationships between these three dimensions,
and on the other hand, they are mutually dependent. In the
case of information radiators, the question of what their
benefit is and how it can be determined fails to come to
the fore. Therefore, the idea and approach of this paper
is to investigate the benefit of information radiators from
the awareness point of view. There is a large consensus
between science and practice that it is good to improve
awareness [80, 86, 93]. There are also various studies and
other scientific publications that deal with prototypes for
the specific improvement of awareness in a particular context [60, 77, 105].
From the existing work [60, 77, 80, 86, 93, 105], the
following categories were selected as core components of
the benefit of information radiators. This cannot be fully
achieved because of the immense variety and continuous
addition of new applications that need to be considered. The
following benefit categories of information radiators were
selected. They provide the best possibility to operationalize
the benefits of information radiators:
• Improvement of cohesion of members within an organi•
•
•
•

zational group and of external members in relation to a
specific group [85, 87, 100].
Improvement of satisfaction of single members within an
organizational group from an individual perspective and
with the group as a whole [12, 30, 97].
Improvements in identification of members with their
organizational group, a greater sense of belonging and
thus a stronger bond between them [26, 53, 83].
Improvement of attractiveness of single members within
an organizational group from an individual perspective
and with the group as a whole [9, 58, 120].
Improvement of motivation of the single members, also
connected with a greater willingness to take on new tasks
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as well as to carry out and complete existing projects [1,
52, 80].
• Improvement of productivity of the organizational group,
mostly manifested in faster and optimized individual and
organizational task and goal fulfillment [29, 36, 117].
• Improvement of collaboration within an organizational
group, manifested in a greater willingness to share information and knowledge and not to hold back [6, 56, 96].
• Improvement of time saving in individual and organizational task fulfilment, regularly realized through faster
completion of projects and general time saving [31, 63,
111].
This list can by no means be called exhaustive. Nevertheless, it is representative enough to be mentioned here, to
allow further considerations and to make the context clearer.
The benefit of information radiators is only comprehensible from an understanding of the design and reception and
requires this prerequisite to be properly classified and understood in its specific context. The mentioned benefit categories can characteristically be regarded as providing benefits.

Impacts and Effects of Improved Awareness
Even if the benefit may seem subtle, awareness has a crucial impact on organizational groups [50]. Especially gentle factors such as effectiveness, the quality of decisions or
the harmony within a team are influenced by the degree of
informedness [23]. Making implicit knowledge explicitly
available and enabling members to share their knowledge
with each other is becoming more and more important for
corporate management [103]. Despite many new forms of
communication and interaction, that are already ubiquitously
available, networking is often difficult due to spatial and
temporal limitations [99].
Each information that helps to better specify the situation of a person or a place is important for interactions and
improves the current awareness [28]. The major problem
of organizational groups supported by technology is the
availability of knowledge and awareness information that
should be instantly available to everyone [112]. Awareness
information is usually exchanged subtly [43]. If a personal
meeting is not possible, this information must be conveyed
through information radiators, because they help single persons within their groups to fulfil their tasks [49].
The audience of information radiators can be classified
according to [46] into four different categories: active users,
passive users, viewers, and passers-by. These categories use
the behavior as benchmark and must be taken into account
across possible application scenarios [46]. Passive users in
particular, i.e. those who do not actively use the system but
nevertheless participate, for example by observing an active
user of an information radiator, are increasingly in the focus
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of application development because they have turned from
a side issue to a target group that must be taken seriously
into account [17].

Approach to Benefit Via Awareness Facets
This paper aims to close the research gap about the benefit
of information radiators considered from an awareness point
of view. Furthermore, we examine how to address several
awareness facets that correlate with the benefits to contribute
to this goal. To answer this research question, we complement the heterogeneous consideration of benefits with the
dimension of the role of awareness. For this purpose, the
awareness facets from a specific socio-technical perspective were identified. They represent the abstraction of what
the conveyance of awareness means, and which types exist
regarding design and functionality. As linking possibilities,
they are characteristic for the assessment of the different
benefit categories of information radiators from the perspective of awareness.
For this purpose, the awareness facets were identified
from a specific socio-technical perspective with a focus on
information radiators and could be located within their relation to the other components in the socio-technical model
(Fig. 2). The design forms the foundation for the use of an
information radiator and is intended to depict and prepare
for a specific deployment scenario. The use should lead to
the reception of the presented information particles, which
is not only due to active or passive users but can also extend
towards merely spectators and seemingly passive passers-by.
Reception may result in benefits such as increased reach,
better understanding of previously hidden information, or
approaching the most ideal level of information possible.
Awareness is a cross-cutting issue for information radiators, since it influences design, reception, and benefits, as
well as having an impact on the entire socio-technical system. Awareness facets can only be properly understood if the

Awareness

Design

Facets

Reception

Benefits

Fig. 2  Awareness facets within a socio-technical model
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socio-technical layers are considered, since both the design
and the reception and especially the benefits do not exist
independently and autonomously, because they are embedded in relational interdependencies.

Methodology
We identify the awareness facets that answer as abstraction
variants different questions: what does awareness mean,
which variants do exist considering design and functionality, and what’s their correlations to the different benefit
categories.
The research method is based on the grounded theory
[118]. This method is useful when few thematically relevant
studies have been conducted so far or when there is a need
to evolve a new theory. It is a dynamic and cyclical process that iteratively diverges between the existing evidence
pool and the theory to be developed. In this process, the
three necessary paradigms induction, abduction and deduction are alternately and reciprocally applied. As a result, the
evolving theory will be more and more condensed until it is
both, plausible and comprehensible. On this foundation, the
awareness facets could be identified and initially operationalized in order to make them applicable and manageable for
the further course of the research.
The grounded theory allows data collection, data analysis
and theory building to be carried out in one process and
the respective results to be used in the other categories as
well. The research question is basically open-ended so that
it can be successively advanced through various iterations
over the empirical data and recorded and modified in more
detail, which is a prerequisite for the proper application of
grounded theory. The core of the chosen methodology is the
evaluation of the empirical data material through a multistage procedure that iteratively, parallel, and reflexively conducts the analysis as well as coding. There are three distinct
and distinguishable types of results to which this research
method can contribute: theory building, model building, and
comprehensive description [118].
The systematic literature research for the identification,
compilation, and extraction of the awareness facets was conducted in April 2019. The databases ACM Guide to Computing Literature [2], IEEE Xplore Digital Library [59] and
Springer Link [108] as well as Google Scholar [47] were
used as basis. For the development of the search strategy,
various preliminary queries were conducted to create the
final search term:
("awareness-" OR "of awareness") AND (facet* OR
dimension* OR aspect* OR value* OR type* OR ratio* OR
class* OR group* OR categor* OR kind* OR form*) AND
"information system"
SN Computer Science
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The period from January 1990 to April 2019 was
selected as temporal filter to sort out results that are outdated and don’t reflect the latest state of art. In accordance
with the snowball principle, further relevant and interesting papers could be chosen from the selected articles. The
search was not limited to specific fields such as title or
abstract, rather included the entire contributions, i.e. the
title as well as the abstract, the complete text and assigned
keywords.
In the present study, the approach of Kitchenham [67]
was favored and adopted in the core phases. This approach
is illustrated in Fig. 3 using the PRISMA flow diagram.
The ‘screening’ step was modified because the detection
and elimination of duplicate contributions normally follows immediately after the ‘identification’ phase. This procedure was not practicable due to the number of papers,
so a check for duplicates was only carried out after the
abstracts had been examined and were removed at this
stage of the systematic literature search.
The analysis and classification of existing information
radiators should lead to correlations between the awareness facets and the different benefit categories. Since many
of the design and functional recommendations taken from
theory and practice have already been incorporated into
the development of new information radiators, the selection of 33 systems classified in the present study is limited to those whose scientific findings have been published
since 2014. A brief and clear presentation summary of the
results in the form of mentioned benefit categories and
awareness facets can be found in the appendix. By analyzing and classifying these up-to-date prototypical information radiators, correlations between the awareness facets
and the benefit categories could be specified. Criteria for
the selection were not only relevance, but also the greatest
possible representativeness and the coverage of different
application scenarios, interaction possibilities, objectives,
research methodologies and results. This is intended to
provide a comprehensive and characteristic analysis of
information radiators from practice and to create the greatest possible coverage for the empirical study.
The classification, i.e. the assignment of awareness
facets and benefit categories to prototypical information
radiators, was done by manual tagging. This causes both
positive and negative implications. On the positive side,
the awareness facets were established as a result of the present work and thus have not yet been commonly adopted.
An assignment of these facets to existing information
radiators had to be made therefore in particular also by
an own understanding of the systems, their functions and
functionalities. Negative effects such as the lack of verification of the performed tagging by other scientists could
be minimized by extending the investigation and tagging
to existing secondary literature.
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Results
Awareness Facets
The awareness facets that could be derived and evaluated as a result of the literature study, will be described in
the following. They represent the abstraction of what the
conveyance of awareness means, and which types exist
regarding design and functionality. They provide a comprehensive representation of what distinguishes awareness
in information radiators and how these abstractions can be
described and made usable.
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Fig. 3  PRISMA-flow chart of
the systematic literature search
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Figure 4 shows the awareness facets from a specific sociotechnical perspective with a focus on information radiators.
This representation attempts to illustrate the localization of
the facets within the socio-technical environment as precisely as possible. The following list of awareness facets
can be probably expanded and should not be considered as
all-inclusive and final.
Understandability of information through contextbased classification possibilities of information particles. A displayed information is not only to be considered
independently and therefore has a stand-alone validity
demand. Every specific information can be understood

Fig. 4  Awareness facets in the
context of information radiators
Variability
of information

Understandability
of information

Retraceability
of information
Knowability
of information
Recordability
of information
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additionally in its context. A user can see what the exact
meaning of an information particle and how it can be subjectively and individually classified in a particular context
[8, 12, 13, 27, 58, 73, 74, 88, 100, 105].
Retraceability of information through visibility of
all connections between information particles. Not only
encapsulated information objects are isolated represented,
but also their connections to other information particles
can be visualized and received. This results in a grid of
different information, which, depending on the system
and the framework used, is person-centric or otherwise
grouped and whose connections are visualized per se or
after a user interaction. Thus it should become comprehensible where an information has its origins, from which
authority it emerges and how it is embedded in the higherlevel information structure [12, 37, 41, 45, 56, 61, 74, 84,
100, 107].
Recordability of information through proactive and
interaction-independent visualization of information
particles. Through the request-free representation of
single information objects and their links, a surprisingly
but still purposefully aligned information proposal for
users is visualized. Information are displayed that would
otherwise have remained hidden and thus could not be
received and used. This is also mirrored in an increase in
the range of information. In an ideal case, the displayed
information particles are of current or virtual relevance
to the user. The overall presentation and displaying of
linked information particles make information accessible
and usable to a wider audience, that were rarely or never
been requested before [29, 36, 44, 56, 81, 82, 98, 101,
106, 116].
Variability of information through variation possibilities of the displayed level of detail of information particles. Users of an information radiator have an increased
knowledge of the particularity. In addition, the graduality of a displayed information particle can be influenced
and multi-dimensionally manipulated by user interactions or independently through the backend. The scaling
can be enabled while displaying the single information
objects and the additionally showed linked objects can
be adjusted vertically in depth as well as horizontally in
width [10, 29, 31, 41, 58, 61, 75, 84, 94, 101].
Knowability of information through improved
informedness about information particles in the respective
context. It is possible to achieve an increase in the level of
informedness, which is defined as being able to improve
the performance of tasks by individuals or within groups.
The intention is to enable an ideal level of information,
e.g. by displaying information objects, visualizing their
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links and other actions that occur in the context of information radiators [18, 19, 31, 38, 56, 61, 75, 76, 92, 104].

Correlations between Facets and Benefits
The results are, up to now, not sufficient to enable the
intended usability of the awareness facets regarding the
benefits of information radiators from the perspective of
awareness. To address this question, correlations between
the awareness facets and the different benefit categories of
information radiators were established. A proper correlation between different socio-technical layers for information
radiators is not fully created in the paper. For the specific
listing of the correlations by using manual tagging, it can be
stated: first, the core publication of the respective prototype
was read and analyzed so that an initial impression of its
intended functional scope and mode of operation could be
gained. In addition, initial notes were made about possible
awareness facets and benefit categories. In an iterative process, these initial findings were either discarded or plausibilized by consulting extant secondary literature that addressed
the targeted information radiator. Subsequently, those elements that were most accurate and confidently mapped were
adopted as the final attribution and classification.
The correlations are suitable for existing systems as well
as for the development and design of new information radiators: the awareness facets lead to different benefit categories
which can subsequently be used for the benefit argumentation. Also, the benefit categories are linked to the facets and
imply specific general and abstract design recommendations.
The correlations between the awareness facets and the
different benefits of information radiators in Fig. 5 allow a
taxation of the benefits. As results from the analysis of 33
prototypical information radiators, the correlations can be
assigned an acceptance, even if their verification remains
future work. The awareness facets represent the abstraction
of what the conveyance of awareness means, and which
types exist regarding design and functionality.
In summary, the relationships between the awareness facets and their respective benefits have been excerpted from
different studies and applied in the context on which this
paper is based. Nevertheless, it must be noted that this is
still interpretative information whose concrete characteristics and effects should be further investigated in practical
applications. As noted, the benefits of information radiators
cover a wide range and are both tangible and not intangible.

First Lessons for Design
Having derived awareness facets and correlations to benefit categories, one can continue to think about lessons for
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Fig. 5  Correlations between
awareness facets and benefit
categories

design. A brief overview of the design recommendations for
the different facets of awareness will be addressed in the following. As a result, the facets become more tangible and it is
obvious how they could be realized, at least initially. Since
these design-recommendations are general and abstract, they
can only provide initial indications and do not represent a
detailed design manual. Nevertheless, the considerations
improve the practical value of the facets.
• Understandability of information: enable individual
•
•
•
•

evaluation and classification by displaying the context
and environment variables.
Retraceability of information: display and clearly illustrate connections between the objects and positioning
within the information structure.
Recordability of information: additional visualization of
objects through proactive and interaction-independent
representations.
Variability of information: influence of the displayed particularity and scaling of the current level of detail by the
user.
Knowability of information: visualization of objects with
current or virtual content relevance for the potential user
of the system.

The design of information radiators is not concentrated
on a few essential components but can take different forms
and manifestations depending on their specific context of
use. Therefore, to understand the benefits of information
radiators, it is important to consider that the design has a

significant impact on the reception. Only a successful implementation and user-oriented design will lead to potential
users becoming active or passive recipients. Without reception, in contrast, no benefit can be generated, so the aim is
to achieve the greatest possible reception, which can have a
clearly positive effect on the benefit of information radiators.
The results of the present study can help in the design
and planning of a new project by following the design recommendations presented above. Two dimensions must be
distinguished: the conscious implementation of awareness
facets via the design recommendations aims at making the
correlating benefit categories retrievable, so that a project
is able to implement particular benefits. It is also possible
to estimate and rate the benefits that a planned system will
be able to realize.

Discussion
Study Results
The compilation of the different expressions of the sociotechnical layers design, reception and benefit cannot be
described as complete at all. Nevertheless, they are representative enough to enable further considerations and to
make the context clearer. An insight into design, reception
and benefit could be offered. In addition to the benefits of
information radiators, the awareness facets and the correlations between these two dimensions were made more plausible and explained in their causal and relational contexts.
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A comprehensive representation of what characterizes
awareness among information radiators and how these
abstractions can be described and derived in the form of concrete facets and thus made usable could be realized. These
aspects should be taken into consideration from developers of a specific information radiator and from operators, to
provide a benefit argumentation and to develop and design
a system that is most effectively oriented towards particular
benefits.
Clearly, the correlations shown in Fig. 5 do not consider
some of the links between categories of benefits of information radiators and awareness facets. A correlation that could
not be obtained by classifying the 33 prototypical system
applications was not determined and considered. Also, there
are some correlations that could have been made on the base
of the classification, but which were discarded because the
actual existence of a connection was judged to be insufficient
due to inadequate empirical evidence.
The problem of quantifying the results of the present
study can be broken down into different dimensions. Stumpp
highlights the difficulty of quantification because an objective calculation of the relevant values seems to be impossible
[109]. The quantification and generalization of the awareness
facets and their correlations is just limited possible. Also, the
results were obtained by using a clearly defined and limited
context. This context should be considered for plausibility
in the quantification and generalization.

Limitations
It should be critically noted that in the present study neither
prototypes were developed, nor applications were implemented, nor independent empirical studies were conducted.
A further limiting factor for the validity of the awareness
facets and their correlations with different benefits of information radiators can be found on the level of cultural and
linguistic transferability. It should also be critically noted
that the awareness facets and their correlations with specific
benefit categories of information radiators were identified
by manual tagging.
The graphical drawing of the correlations shown in Fig. 5
should also be regarded as a limitation. This mode has been
adopted to provide a clear view of the interrelationships.
Furthermore, there are additional possibilities and variations
in methodology. Even more precise would be the usage of
Venn diagrams and/or heatmaps, maybe even a combination
of both.
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Future Work
The preparation of design recommendations, which are formulated in significantly more detail in guidelines and are
capable of mapping different contexts, is to be considered as
future work. In practice, the use of the facets in the development and design of applications must be evaluated, regarding enabling certain benefits via awareness facets. The transfer from information radiators in particular to information
systems in general should also be investigated.

Implications
The correlations between the awareness facets and the benefit categories of information radiators can help designing and
planning of new projects by applying the suggested design
recommendations. It is possible to estimate the benefits
that a planned system can realize by assigning the different
awareness facets.
As the results of the classification have shown, the awareness facets lead to correlations with different benefit categories. The general solution of mapping each of the facets
cannot be implemented and would cause negative implications: for example, the applications would become very
extensive, the development would require more resources
and the complexity could lead to an overload of systems.
Finally, it would be conceivable that all of these factors
could lower acceptance, and lead to a possible non-use.
Therefore, it is advisable to focus on those facets that are
most likely to be able to reproduce particular benefits. The
correlations between the awareness facets and the possible
benefit categories of information radiators are suitable both
for existing systems and for the development and design of
new information radiators.
The established design recommendations can serve as an
overview of the results and upcoming challenges that must
be achieved to create more knowledge about the context of
the components within information radiators. The design has
a clear influence on the reception and benefit of information
radiators, because without a user-oriented presentation and
passing on of information, the use and reception suffers, so
that the intended generation of benefits will only be possible to a very limited extent, if at all. It was shown which
awareness facets can trigger specific benefits of information
radiators. However, since they are not features or gadgets in
the classical sense, they can only give an initial indication
of how a possible implementation within a particular system
might look like.
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Conclusion
Information radiators display information-sensitive content
in a context-specific manner and thus enable benefit that
can only be obtained by considering its design and reception. Awareness has been used as a cross-sectional topic that
influences the socio-technical layers of design, reception and
benefit of an information system, as well as the correlation
between these dimensions. Understandability, retraceability,
recordability, variability and knowability of information as
awareness facets represent the abstraction of what the conveyance of awareness means, and which types exist regarding design and functionality.
The correlations between the awareness facets and the benefit categories of information radiators are the result of the
present study and show what the benefit of using information radiators consists of and how it can be determined and
specified with the consideration of the role of awareness as
influencing factor. The correlations enable the benefit argumentation for information radiators and the implementation
of design recommendations. Both dimensions are suitable for
existing and still planned information radiators: the awareness
facets lead to different benefit categories, which can subsequently be used for the benefit argumentation, on the other
hand the benefit categories are in each case linked to the facets, from which specific general-abstract design recommendations can be derived. Thus, the best possible goal-oriented
design of a system can be implemented and the justification
of the benefit—both as a consequence of establishing the correlations between the facets and the benefit categories.
All in all, the correlations between the awareness facets
and the benefit categories provide a reasoning aid to show
that an existing or planned information radiator is capable
of triggering positive impacts in a specific area. It can be
clarified both that a specific benefit can be achieved and how
this is best addressed from a design perspective.

Appendices

Abbreviations of the Facets and Benefit
Categories
A.1.1 Awareness facets.
A: Understandability of information.
B: Retraceability of information.
C: Recordability of information.
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D: Variability of information.
E: Knowability of information.

Benefit Categories
1: Improvements in cohesion.
2: Improvements in satisfaction.
3: Improvements in identification.
4: Improvements in attractiveness.
5: Improvements in motivation.
6: Improvements in productivity.
7: Improvements in collaboration.
8: Improvements in time saving.

Short Version Classification of Information
Radiators
AutoCardSorter [64]—A, 6, 8.
aWall [84]—B, E, 1, 6, 7, 8.
Bazaar [57]—A, 4, 5.
BodyLenses [66]—A, C, 2, 5.
CCW [55]—B, D, 2, 7.
CPR Display [91]—C, E, 1, 3.
DISCOVER [20]—A, E, 2, 5.
Don’t Disturb Me [5]—E, 6, 8.
Eye Fishing [65]—C, 1.
Fair Numbers [72]—C, E, 1, 4.
Fishification [78]—D, 4.
GazeHorizon [121]—C, 5.
GlobalFestival [119]—D, 4, 5.
GravitySpot [4]—A, 2.
Groupgarden [110]—B, C, E, 5, 7.
IdeaMirror [70]—C, D, E, 2, 5.
Information Wall [79]—C, E, 5, 8.
LUME [16]—A, 3.
Media Ribbon [113]—C, 7.
MeetingMirror [69]—A, B, C, D, E, 2, 3, 4.
Mercury [21]—A, E, 6, 8.
MStoryG [62]—C, 8.
MyPosition [114]—C, 3.
OrMiS [14]—B, D, E, 6, 7.
Proxemic Flow [115]—B, 2.
Public DisPLAY [24]—C, 2, 7.
Puppeteer Display [11]—C, 1, 2.
Selfie Cafe [39]—C, 3, 5.
ShadowTouch [34]—A, E, 1, 3.
SpiderEyes [32]—B, 1, 7.
StreetSmart [25]—B, 2.
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WishBoard [40]—A, 1, 3.
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